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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper addresses optimization of language model data bases for use in Chatbots. The manifest utility and result-
ant proliferation of Chatbots is based on their users’ ability to conversationally interface with computational assets. 
However, there is a concomitant pressure to reduce the size and increase the speed of client side devices. The cur-
rently widespread and rapidly growing acceptance of Chatbot approaches and the possibility of their implementation 
in DoD applications make this area vital to many who are engaged in Defense work. Not only is natural language 
processing a computationally expensive task, but storing language data takes up a sizeable amount of storage space 
and data base sizes do have an effect on search and retrieval times. A Chatbot must be able to understand and re-
spond to a variety of unique user inputs and do so within the limits of conversationally tolerable latencies. The diffi-
culty comes in trying to balance an effective chat agent while optimizing storage for peak performance. This paper 
discusses various methods of reducing language models, focusing on the Google News Word2vec model. Various 
methods were implemented in attempts to allow domain-specific analyzation and communication without the stor-
age overhead of the significantly larger comprehensive models. We will document and analyze the history of im-
provements in similar efforts, set forth potential approaches, discuss our solutions within our environment, quantify 
impacts of the implementation of the selected approaches, outline future applications, and suggest topics for further 
research on the subject. The paper closes by offering the ways in which others can adopt this approach to their own 
efforts. 
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